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Abstract

Optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) and optical parametricamplifiers
(OPAs) constitute a class of optical frequencyconverting devices that have
many possible applications, e.g.in range finding, molecular spectroscopy
and medicine. They canconvert the frequency of the incident pump field
with highefficiency, and generate two waves at new frequencies that willbe
continuously tuneable over a wide spectral range. Virtuallyany wavelengths
within the transparency region of the nonlinearmaterial can be generated
if the material can bequasi-phasematched (QPM). In addition, QPM gives
thepossibility to utilise the largest nonlinear tensor element ofthe material and
allows walk-off free interaction between thewaves.

The aims of this thesis have been to investigate thepossibility to use
QPM KTiOPO4crystals as nonlinear material in nanosecond OPOsand
OPAs operating at room-temperature, and to explore theadvantages and
shortcomings of these devices. The technique ofelectric field poling has been
employed to implement the QPMstructure in flux grown KTiOPO4(KTP).

The main conclusion is that periodically poled KTP (PPKTP)is a suitable
material to use in nanosecond OPOs and OPAs. Thematerial properties that
foremost make KTP into an attractivenonlinear material are: The large value of
the nonlinearcoefficient d33, the high resistance to optically inducedbreakdown,
the low susceptibility to grey-track formation, theinsensitivity to the
photorefractive effect, the widetransparency and the low coercive field.

The thesis shows that it is possible to pole large volumesof KTP with a
high quality of the QPM structure. Highlyefficient nanosecond OPOs have
been constructed during thisproject. Maximum conversion efficiencies have
reached 45 % inthe case of a singly resonant OPO (SRO) built around a 3
mmthick PPKTP crystal. Total pulse energies for both the signal(1.72 µm) and
the idler (2.8 µm) of up to 18 mJ wasreached and an average output power
of 2 W was obtained forthis sample. However, up to 24 W was produced in a
doublyresonant OPO operating close to degeneracy. The efficiencyreached 48
% for that case. Truly continuous and very widespectral tuning has also been
demonstrated, as well as a narrowbandwidth OPO operating on one single
longitudinal mode.
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